Patriotic Creation Assessment Checklist

Academic and Applied

Student Success Criteria:

- Analyze the materials provided about Fort William and the Patriotic Fairs with historical methods
- Understand the aim of the patriotic fairs and how they accomplished their goals
- Create my own example of a patriotic tag and explain how it works

Students should have handed in the following material:

- Patriotic Creation
  - Has a clear, stated subject
  - Contains visual symbols related to subject
  - Contains words or phrases which support their subject

- Patriotic Image Handout
  - Is completed, including rough draft image
  - Questions 1, 2 and 3 match with image and tag

- Exit Ticket
  - Is completed clearly (can be communicated verbally)

No rubric is provided for this Lesson Plan, though one can be created to suit each individual classroom from the above expectations and goals. It is advised that the tag be assessed based more on content than style, supported by the Patriotic Image Handout’s explanation.